Grade Nine Worksheet 1
1. Write the letter of the correct definition next to the correct term.
_____ I

A. Tonic triad with the 5th in the bass

_____ I

B. Tonic triad with the root in the bass

_____ I

C. Tonic triad with the 3rd in the bass

2. On the grand staff below:

(Use accidentals)

A. Draw the indicated triad in the treble clef. (This is before the slash “/” )
B. Draw the lowest note indicated in the bass clef . (This is the letter after the slash “/” )

b min / f #

A/ E

In common time each 32nd note
or rest receives 1/8 of a beat.

32nd note

3. Draw bar lines.

32nd rest

Gb

Gb / Bb

F#

e min / b

Each group of notes receives one beat.

1

1

1

1

Grade Nine Worksheet 2
1. On the grand staff below:

(Use accidentals)

A. Draw the indicated triad in the treble clef. (This is before the slash “/” )
B. Draw the lowest note indicated in the bass clef . (This is the letter after the slash “/” )

f # min / a

B

A b / Eb

E / G#

c min / G

2. Write the letter of the correct definition next to the correct term.
_____ IV

A. Subdominant triad with the 3rd in the bass

_____ I V

B. Subdominant triad with the 5th in the bass

_____ I V

C. Subdominant triad with the root in the bass

3. Draw bar lines.

F

Grade Nine Worksheet 3
In addition to the instructions, REMEMBER:
•

Each measure must have the correct number of beats.

•

The melody should have variety, contrast, and balance.

•

Rhythm and pitch elements heard at the beginning of the
melody should be heard again in the later in the melody.

•

The melody should build up and back down to create a
sense of balance.

Finish the following eight measure melodies.
A. In measure two, write a melodic sequence or a rhythmic imitation of measure one.
B. End the first phrase on the dominant.
C. End the second phrase on the tonic,
D. End each phrase on a strong beat.
E. Use a final melodic cadence in the last measure: 7-1, 5-1, 2-1, or 3-1

